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Abstract—Several challenges address the existing eAssessment systems, such as accurate evaluation, security
and data privacy, performance, scalability etc. Our focus in
this paper is on e-Assessment scalability and performance.
We have developed a new SOA architecture of a cloud hosted e-Assessment system to achieve sustainable performance
as a highly scalable and elastic solution. The proposed organization solution is based on three modules (subsystems):
management module, reporting module, and assessment
module. The built in logic enables an efficient environment
where minimum resources will be utilized during exploitation. The proposed system organization ensures that the
assessment module, as active subsystem for each assessment,
will work with much smaller data compared to the centralized one. The cost model developed for this solution analysis
this cloud based solution against the existing e-Assessment
web application. Therefore, we expect that this solution will
have several benefits, like overall cost reduction and better
performance.
Index Terms—eAssessment, Cloud Computing, Load Balancing, Performance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Leading organizations in e-Learning community were
focused on creation of a common technical framework
recently. Few detailed frameworks were developed and
consensus was made that e-Learning system architecture
should be based on service-oriented architecture (SOA)
[1]. SOA was widely adopted paradigm, and it was introduced as the architecture for the next generation of eLearning systems [2]. Main benefit of this architecture is
the ability to mix together services from different eLearning frameworks.
e-Assessment is a part of integrated e-Learning system
dedicated to assess the student knowledge. Armenski and
Gusev [3] proposed interoperable e-Assessment Framework introducing SOA. SOAP and REST are two pervasive SOA paradigms for exchanging messages between
web services and applications. The latter is more efficient
in terms of network bandwidth utilization, round-trip latency, implementation complexity and message processing overhead than the former [4], [5]. Castillo ete al.
[6] give detailed comparison of both protocols.
However, both implementations cannot offer sustainable performance since e-Assessment system requires huge
amount of unpredictable resources only in appropriate
small periods during the e-Assessments, while in most of
the time this system requires predictable much less resources. Using server-cluster architecture to create scalable and highly available solutions [7] will only partially
solve a performance peak problem since it is hard to be

managed and administered. On the other hand, the software solution has to be prepared for scalability.
Cloud computing is a new technology trend which provides computing resources in addition to software in form
of a service [8]. Cloud providers offer on-demand infinite
elastic resources using virtualization [9]. Cloud computing
addresses a set of services providing scalable, QoS guaranteed, normally personalized, inexpensive computing
platforms on demand [10]. Cloud billing model is similar
to basic utilities billing models, i.e. it is proportional to the
amount of usage. Therefore, cloud computing is admissible for educational institutions, especially in present economic crisis, and there has been a lot of advices to universities to turn their interest towards cloud computing services [11], [12], [13]. However, cloud computing degrades
the SOA web service performance to 71 to 73% compared
to traditional ”bare metal” web service hosting infrastructure with the same hardware resources [14].
Universities can benefit if they migrate their e-Learning
systems onto cloud [15] since the cloud offers good resources flexibility and scalability, storage, computational
requirements and network access, and most important
lower cost [16]. Cloud lowers the disk space requirements,
and enables newest software versions and monitoring of
the installation progress in each of the cloud service models, i.e. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-aService (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) [17].
Our proposed architecture offers a solution for each cloud
service layer from IaaS to SaaS. Caminero et al. [18] present how to harness cloud technologies for e-Learning
purposes in order to achieve ease of use, scalability, and
reduced power consumption. However, if the universities
migrate their e-Learning systems on the cloud, they must
ensure that the users can access appropriate resources
across systems without breaking the copyright of the resource [19]. In this paper we propose an architecture of eAssessment system that can be hosted onto the cloud and
use infinite cloud resources dynamically to reduce the
costs and to provide better performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents several development phases from traditional paper and pencil testing to modern e-Assessment SOA systems. The next Section III presents the challenges of a
modern e-Assessment system. Our proposal for architecture and organization of e-Assessment system to be hosted
on the cloud is presented in Section IV. The e-Assessment
cloud solution software engineering is elaborated in Section V. Section VI presents the cost model of our eAssessment cloud solution, comparing it with the existing
on-premise system. We discuss the benefits of the new
proposed cloud e-Assessment architecture and organization in Section VII. Related work in the area of scalable
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cloud architecture and e-Assessment solutions are presented in Section VIII. The final Section IX is devoted for
conclusion and future work.
II. BACKGROUND
The conventional testing process is organized as paper
and pencil testing. Evolution of computer technology enabled realization of variable-form testing approaches that
utilize the interactive ability of a computer to administer a
set of items that is determined at examination time, rather
than a predetermined set of items [20]. Luecht and Sireci
[21] present a brief history of computer based testing or eTesting, although the most common used term lately is
computer assisted assessment for processes that cover any
use of computers in the process of assessing knowledge,
skills and abilities of individuals [22].
The infants of e-Learning, i.e. teaching machines date
from the 19th century. Although plenty of teaching machines were patented [23], they were hugely criticized
during the 1960s despite huge interests about them. Rapid
development of microprocessors enabled personal computers to be used in classrooms which is introduced as the
first generation of e-Assessment systems. Monolithic assessment applications are the first generation of eAssessment systems [24]. Although the solution was
widely adopted, it contained architectural problems. Usually the e-Learning systems were exclusively dedicated to
single course or features for communication with external
systems were excluded. Additionally, re-usability of existing services was unavailable.
The second generation of e-Assessment system introduced modular system architecture with primary goal for
sanitization of architectural issues. Modular architecture
allowed homogeneous interconnected components to be
used. Additionally, it was suggested that component management, customization and re-usability will be fairly
simple. Therefore, pedagogical diversity satisfying various
needs can be achieved.
Dagger et al. [2] analyze the evolution of e-Assessment
and the whole e-Learning processes via three different
generations, as presented in left part of Figure 1. They
have analyzed the required methods, standards and technologies for each of the first two generations and have set
up recommendations for the next generation, here referred
as third generation.
The e-Learning system growth is exponential [16]. Wide
acceptance of e-Assessment systems introduced system
scalability as emerging challenge that affect the overall
QoS. Therefore, Armenski and Gusev [3] proposed that
the next, i.e. the third generation of e-Assessment system
should be based on SOA architecture. Scalability feature
of SOA architecture is major factor for its widely adoption. Additionally, SOA enables inter-operable communication among various systems. Existence of educational
service enabled simple reuse in the creation of new eAssessment systems.
The third generation, i.e. SOA oriented e-Assessment
systems are still in use. But, issues like resource provisioning, optimal resource utilization and overall system
cost still exist. Therefore, the next generation eAssessment systems must incorporate remedies and mitigations strategies for these issues. Section III describes the
main challenges of modern e-Assessment systems.
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Figure 1. Four generations of e-Assessment and e-Learning systems

III. TOWARDS TO THE FOURTH GENERATION
In this section we describe several challenges of the
third generation of e-Assessment and the necessity to introduce a new Fourth generation of e-Assessment systems
which we call Eco-systems.
A. Abbreviations and Acronyms
The main e-Assessment challenges are described in this
section. Each e-Assessment system must provide accurate
and objective assessment as the traditional assessment.
Additionally, the system must be reliable and available
during the assessments in order to finish the assessment in
a proper time.
Assessment results have significant importance for
proper student evaluation and introduce increased trustworthiness among the teacher and students via the eAssessment system. However, increased load by increasing the number of assessments and assessed students usually decreases the system performance or even disables it.
e-Assessment reliability is another important challenge.
Situations that require additional re-assessment due to any
kind of assessment obstructions are unacceptable. These
scenarios are almost impossible to be fully avoided, but
need to be mitigated deploying redundancy to single point
of failure and removing bottlenecks. Even more, particular
e-Assessment failure should not affect the others simultaneous assessments.
All participants in e-Assessment process (questions’ authors, teachers, managers, system developers and students)
suffer from some risks [25]. E-Assessment systems store
sensitive data such as student personal data, assessment
results and questions for each test. Data privacy and data
integrity are imperative requirements for each eassessment system. Additionally, the system must provide
authorization and authentication both for students and
teachers in order to segregate their access rights. Question
banks are another sensitive part of e-Assessment systems
and have to be managed according to security policy. Finally, assessment results’ confidentiality must be provided.
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Figure 2. The third generation e-Assessment system architecture [26]

e-Assessment systems must provide fast response after
each student answer since the assessment time is limited.
e-Assessment performance depends on the total number of
enrolled students. The most important factor that impacts
the performance is the varying number of assessed students and concurrent assessments. All these requirements
introduce a necessity to implement elastic and scalable
system for e-Assessment.
The third generation e-Assessment system architecture
consists of three subsystems, i.e. Application Layer, Middleware and Application Domains as depicted in Figure 2.
There are three main user roles in e-Assessment system:
teachers, students and administrators. The users in teacher
role manage the e-Assessment system functions: creation
and administration of questions and answers in the system,
staring test generation, testing, analysis of results, etc. The
students belong to a role that can take the exams and view
their results. The administrator role is dedicated to those
who administer the system managing with users, courses,
exams, tests, configuration etc.
The main problem in this architecture is lack of scalability. For example, to satisfy the growing demand by
increased number of students, the administrator of the
system will need to upgrade the server infrastructure and
enable its robustness.
There are two possible scenarios for resource allocation. The first scenario is to dedicate enough resources to
host the e-Assessment system capable to handle the assessment of all enrolled students in one moment. This
solution will be very expensive and the overall system will
be underutilized most of the time. Also the total number of
enrolled students varies during time generating additional
scaling problems. The second scenario is to predict the
average number of students that are concurrently assessed
and to dedicate enough resources to host the e-Assessment
system as it can handle the assessment of predicted number of students in one moment. Although this scenario is
less expensive, the solution will still be over-utilized or
underutilized most of the time.
B. Eco-systems
In this paper we define a specific organization and solution that will represent the fourth generation of eAssessment systems called eco-systems. Eco-systems are
treated as biological living organisms. Dong et al. [27]
described the resource provisioning in the cloud as birth
and death of the organism. The infants of the fourth generation systems use server clusters [7] in order to gain
better performance, optimal resource utilization and re-

duce the overall costs. As the cloud computing paradigm
emerged, the next generation of e-Assessment systems
will be hosted on the cloud. Figure 1 presents the methods, standards and technologies for the fourth generation
of e-Assessment and e-Learning.
This generation has added value to the previous generations for the technologies that implement scalability, virtualization, elasticity and interoperability between different systems (including legacy systems) required to become a cloud solution. Used methods refer to introducing
cloud computing solution, where all required functionalities are offered as a service. Although development of
standards is still hot research topic, several of them have
been acknowledged to be accepted for the new generation,
like IMS Learner Information Package (IMS LIP) and
public and private information (PAPI) for learners (PAPI
learner) for user modeling and personalization, IMS Question and Test Interoperability (IMS QTI) for exchange of
content and IEEE Learning object metadata (LOM) or
Dublin Core Metadata for exchange of metadata.
SOA provides an environment for computing the services, while the cloud provides an environment that offers
the services of computing. The combination of SOA and
cloud computing also provides potentially transformative
opportunities [28].
Here we propose an architecture and organization that
can be hosted on the cloud capable to provide fully realtime scalable solution. It is also SOA based architecture
which uses all benefits of the cloud.
IV. CLOUD E-ASSESSMENT ARCHITECTURE
In this section we propose an e-Assessment system
cloud architecture and organization. The solution is designed to provide sustainable performance with minimal
costs for cloud hosting resources.
A. System Overview
The cloud approach based on demand is not a new idea.
However, as they say, the devil is in implementation, so
here we address series of implementation details, not just
presenting the model specification and service description
within the proposed architecture.
Armenski and Gusev [24] present a new high level of
abstraction of the architecture of so-called ultimate eAssessment system, as presented in Figure 3. The main
accent is set on intra-domain and inter-domain interoperability, although both approaches to build a standalone system or a cloud solution can be build based on this approach. The innovation that this system defines is introduction of a broker module with purpose to communicate
to different Learning Management Systems (LMSs) and
acts a role of system service orchestrator using the service
registry, a form of Universal Description Discovery and
Integration (UDDI) approach with descriptions about
available service.
In addition to the conventional three layered architecture the offered system architecture model [24] defines
common services layer, e-Assessment services layer and
composite services layer (Broker). FREMA project [29]
defines most of the services in the e-Assessment layer and
in common services layer.
The new proposed e-Assessment system organization
model consists of three subsystems, i.e. the Management,
Assessment and Reporting subsystems, determined by
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Figure 3. e-Assessment system organization

working mode performance and resource requirements, as
presented in Figure 4.
e-Assessment system works in two different modes, the
Active Mode, when there is at least one active assessment
and the Inactive Mode when there isn’t any active assessment. Inactive Mode resource requirements are predictable since it depends mostly on the total number of all students and teachers. It can be easily determined if the load
is simulated with some performance tester and the parameters of the previous years are used. Active mode resource
requirements are unpredictable since they depend not only
from the total number of students and teachers, but mostly
from the concurrent number of assessments and assessed
students.
In this paper we explain the implementation details of
the Broker module allocated in Figure 3. We introduce
four agents that are part of a Broker: Admin Agent, Infrastructure Agent, Student Agent and Reporting Agent, as
depicted in Figure 4. Next sections give detailed explanation of their purpose and features.
B. Management Module
Management module is the core of the e-Assessment
system. It manages all resource provisioning in the cloud.
This module can be hosted on a bare metal server or on a
virtual machine (VM) with constant resources since it
manages the system when it is in Inactive Mode. It is always active to provide users, courses, questions, exams,
authentication, authorization etc.
The management role is realized with two agents: Admin Agent and Infrastructure Agent as depicted in Figure
5.
1) Admin Agent: The Admin Agent is the most versatile
part of the system which provides the e-Assessment content administration, data replication to the Student Agent
in Assessment Module, authentication and authorization
services, and assessment scheduling. The Admin Agent is
service oriented and contains several parts:
• LMS - LMS is part of e-assessment system used for
courses and knowledge management. It communicates with the Scheduler for assessment timetable
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Figure 4. Management module with Admin Agent and Infrastructure
Agent

creation and the Virtual Learning Environment
(VLE) subsystem. The scheduler communicates with
the Infrastructure agent for resource provisioning information delegation.
• VLE - VLE is used for distant learning and assessment. Through this subsystem of e-assessment system, students can easily access to materials for each
assessment. However this is also the subsystem responsible for assessment question banks definition
and allocation for each assessment. Based on information from this subsystem the scheduler can supply
the infrastructure agent with the much needed assessment information such as data bank size for each
scheduled assessment, number of students and so on.
Additionally, the VLE communicates with the Data
Replication subsystem in order to define the parts of
data needed to be replicated for Assessment module
nodes.
• Management Information System (MIS) - Student information and grading management is MIS responsibility. This subsystem is used for gathering student
assessment results and the much needed reporting
about them.
2) Infrastructure Agent: The Infrastructure Agent communicates with Scheduler from Admin Agent to create
and shut down the instances in the Assessment Module
providing the optimal resource utilization according to the
number of assessed students and reducing the overall cost
for renting the hardware resources.
C. Reporting Module
The main idea in our new e-Assessment system is dividing
the results of the exams in the new separate module, i.e.
Reporting Module. After each assessment, the data is replicated into this module. Then Reporting Agent provides
the exam results to both the teachers and students. Data
privacy and security are obliged for this part of the system
because of the present sensitive data.
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Figure 5. Architecture of an ultimate e-Assessment System [24]

D. Assessment Module
Assessment module is active only when e-Assessment
system is in active mode. It is devoted for assessments and
its load varies depending on the number of assessments
and assessed students. Therefore, we propose this subsystem to be hosted on the cloud and to be dynamically allocated with resources.
We introduce resource allocation policy that determines
required resources based on the number of students for
particular assessment. Moreover, it hosts only small
amount of data required for particular e-Assessment, i.e.
teacher(s) and enrolled students of the course, exam questions and answers and other similar required data. This
makes the system more efficient providing better overall
performance.
The data in this module is determined by the course and
the number of students taking the exam. Therefore the
Student Agent is placed in this module to receive necessary assessment data from Admin Agent and send the results of the assessment to the Reporting Agent to store
them in the main reporting database and to be published
for the students and the teachers. Figure 6 depicts the Assessment module architecture and Student Agent with in.
Similar to the Admin Agent, the Student Agent is service based. This subsystem is constructed from the same
integrated parts as Management Agent, i.e. LMS, VLE
and MIS.
Although the same sub systems are used, Student Agent
operates on significantly smaller data and has only assessment access rights. Working on relatively smaller database clearly improves the overall e-Assessment performance since each query works on smaller data set.
Student Agent based LMS module is used for course
student information gathering only. One agent is invoked
for each course and this is then used for e-assessment via

the VLE subsystem and question bank LMS. MIS subsystem is used as manager to keep the assessment results
temporarily. The main function is to keep temporary the
results until they are saved within the main database reporting replication.
V. DESIGN OF A CLOUD E-ASSESSMENT MODEL
In order to facilitate the development of this fourth generation e-Assessment system based on cloud computing,
in this section we present the model of cloud eAssessment system with organization of VM instances
that host the previously described modules and the sequence diagram that presents activities related to provision
and usage of cloud resources.
A. Organization of VM instances
The model of cloud e-Assessment initially requires one
VM instance called Administration Node with goal to
hosting the Management module and another VM instance
called Reporting Node with goal to hosting the Reporting
module, as presented in Figure 7. Administration Node
dynamically instantiates and shuts down additional VMs,
identified as Assessment Node.
The Administration Node hosts the management module.
The specified functions in this module can be accessed by
administrators and teachers. The module services communicate with cloud controller for resource provisioning
via the infrastructure agent and to assessment module via
admin agent. The Reporting Node contains tools to access
the database for preview and analysis of e- Assessment
results and its functions can be accessed by all authorized
users.
The dynamic allocation of cloud resources is initially
specified by the number of students applied for assessments.
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Figure 7. VM instances organization for cloud e-Assessment system

Figure 6. Assessment module with Student Agent

The Assessment Node hosts the assessment module and
is accessed by authorized students and teachers. These
instances are dynamically created and closed as required
by the Management module via the infrastructure agent
and are usually managed by the system administrator.
B. Sequence Diagram for Cloud Resources Provision
Figure 8 presents the sequence diagram for the eAssessment model from aspect how it communicates with
cloud, i.e. how the activities for resource provision and
releasing are asked by the modules and how the cloud
controller instantiates and shuts down corresponding virtual machines with assessment module.
Teacher’s interaction with the e-Assessment system
consists of two activities: the first is content and grade
authoring, and the second is test scheduling. We are not
interested in the former since it represents common application scaffolding problem. However, we focus on the
latter since it is a baseline to optimize resource utilization.
That is, the e-Assessment performance directly depends
on the number of concurrent students enrolled in the
scheduled assessment.
Students’ interaction with the e-Assessment system
consists also of two activities: preview of results and testing process. The former mostly consists of database scan
and search operations. These resource requirements are
predictive and therefore we model all these functions to be
hosted on a separate VM for reporting node. The latter has
major impact on the system performance due to complex
and massive query executions. Data write operations are
realized during the assessment and they are stored in the
corresponding VM instance identified as Assessment
Node.
The process of test scheduling consists of several steps.
The teacher defines the course by specifying the questions
in corresponding knowledge database and number of students that can apply for assessment. Subsequently Admin
Agent adds a new event in the Scheduler component
which concludes the process of test scheduling where user
interaction is necessary. Event data consists of the previously submitted user data. The Scheduler component trig-
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gers the previously stored event at the specified time interval before the assessment. The number of students’value stored in the event is forwarded to the Infrastructure Agent in order to determine the required resources for the Student Agent VM instance. Further on,
the Infrastructure Agent sends appropriate request to the
Cloud Controller to provide the necessary resources and
instantiate new VM instance. When Assessment Module
is activated, the Data Replication component of Admin
Agent sends necessary data chunks to the Data Replication Component of the new Assessment Module. Data
replication component of Assessment Module initialize
the secondary database with assessment data. Hereby the
test scheduling action is completed.
After the assessment scheduling, the students should
authenticate to the system. Access token is endorsed for
each active student. Additionally, each student’s token is
published in the active Assessment Module. Token publishing is constrained only to Student Agents dedicated for
courses where the student is enrolled. Successful token
creation provides new access token and address of modules where token is published.
Further on, the students take the assessment and after
the assessment time has elapsed, Data Replication transfers the results to Reporting Module. At the end, the Infrastructure Agent releases the VM instance that hosted the
corresponding Assessment module.
VI. COST MODEL
This section presents the cost model of our eAssessment cloud solution and compares it with the existing e-Assessment on-premise solution used at our University.
There are several methods and modeling tools to quantitatively compare the cost of leasing cloud resources to
that of purchasing and using a dedicated server system.
For example, Walker [30] has analyzed mainly the real
cost of a CPU hour and its impact on overall resources. Li
et al. [31] address the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and
utilization cost considering the elastic cloud features and
virtualization approach. Greenberg [32] analyzes and calculates the cost of a cloud, as a research problem in data
center networks. Durke [33] argues why cloud computing
will never be free.
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Figure 8. Sequence diagram for e-Assessment model

To build the cost model of our e-Assessment cloud solution we will use the method for cost analysis proposed
by Li et al. [31]. The case study is based on the use of 8
labs with capacity of 20 students each at our Department.
The experiment addresses a total of 160 potential concurrent users.
A. Estimation of Required Resources
The existing e-Assessment solution is configured to
handle at least 160 concurrent executions of exams for
students. However, the problem appears when the eAssessment system generates the tests.
We analyze a situation where the system generates a
different test for each student, which requires enormous
data processing. For example, the test strategy selects 50
learning objectives and picks one question in all of these
areas. If we assume that at least 4 potential candidates for
answers are offered per question, than the total data calculations will address at least 160*50*4=32.000 database
insertions. All data access and computing appear in concurrent threads simultaneously and the server performance
degrades severely during the assessment. We make an
estimation that a server is capable to handle at least 1/4 of
calculated database insertions and activities of the application and web server simultaneously, dimensioning the
server to be capable to handle a maximum 16.000 simultaneous concurrent transactions.
In the following analysis we will make further calculations for three cases based on expected minimal (existing

situation), nominal (expected after one year) and maximum (expected after 2 years). It also means that the system should be dimensioned double for 320 students having simultaneous exams after one year (nominal case) or
480 students after two years (maximum case).
B. Existing E-Assessment On-premise Solution
If the solution is self-hosted server based, than the following calculations can estimate the real costs.
Capital expenditure costs (CAPEX) are estimated for
the following: 2 servers are used in the existing solution,
each capable to handle at least 8.000 simultaneous concurrent accesses, or one server with 2 virtual machines installed on a more capable server that handles 16.000 simultaneous concurrent accesses. Estimated value of two
servers or one more advanced server is 15.000$. On top of
this we add 2.000$ for other expenses, for example 500$
for network switch, 1.000$ for UPS and 500$ for air conditioning cooling system. In reality we have to add also
storage area network, but this demand will be not used in
the model since it will also appear for the cloud solution.
Next we calculate the estimated costs for operating expenses OPEX in a 3-year period. The electrical power is
estimated to 3 KW for air conditioning cooling system and
2 KW for ICT, i.e. 5 KW. The costs for electrical energy
will be 3years * 365days * 24hours * 5KW * 0.12$ per
hour = 15.768$.
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The total calculation of CAPEX + OPEX is more than
30.000$ for a 3-year period for the estimated case that 160
students can have simultaneously the exams in lab. Although we are aware of, in this calculation we do not add
maintenance costs, or costs required for technical assistance or administration.
C. E-Assessment Cloud Solution
A simplified calculation gives the following estimations. Each exam session takes part only one week per
semester, so in a yearly basis, the system is utilized only 2
semesters * 3 exams * 1 week = 6 weeks out of 52, meaning that the nominal utilization value is 11.54% of the
available time. If the exams are scheduled in two weeks to
enable more conditions, than the maximum utilization is
23.07%.
Actual real calculation is presented in the following.
Currently 30 courses actively use the e-Assessment per
semester and we assume an average of 80 students per
course to take part in at least three exams (including midterm and final exam). On a year basis it means that the
system will handle 2 semesters * 30 courses * 3 exams =
180 exams, or in a 3-year period total of 540 exams. The
organization of exams usually takes 4 hours per course
due to availability of the lab (80 students scheduled in 4
lab hours). Finally, we can calculate a total of 2160 hours
requested from the server on a 3-year basis, meaning that
the system is utilized only 8.22% of available time. The
predictions are that the number of courses using this system will double after one year (nominal case with
16.43%) and triple after two years (maximum case with
24,66%), having the maximum case with similar value as
in simplified calculation.
In case of a cloud solution there are no capital investment costs CAPEX we calculate only the operating costs
OPEX. The lowest available price (Amazon [36]) for virtual machines with 8 cores is 0.52$ per hour and the maximum (Google [35]) is 1.2$ per hour. Therefore costs are
estimated to be 1.123$ as minimum or 2.592$ as maximum.
On top of previous costs we have to add costs for Elastic Load Balancer, Elastic Load Balancer Data Processing,
Elastic Block Store volume, S3 Storage for WAR File and
Access, Bandwidth In and Out, which is estimated to be
3.300$ for a 3-year period.
Another issue is the cost of hosting the Management
and Reporting Module, since it can be realized as dedicated server and appropriate storage area network. Of course,
we can choose whether to install it on premise or host it as
dedicated server on the cloud. Estimated price for hosting
of dedicated server including the communication traffic
costs is (Amazon) approx. 2.500$ to 5.000$ for a 3-year
period of medium utilization reserved instances with medium CPU processing power and, medium memory demands and medium communication bandwidth.
The calculation of estimated costs of OPEX is in range
between 6.923$ as minimum and 10.892$ as maximum.
D. Cost Comparison
The cost comparison of the given model is presented in
Figure 9. The price is expressed in USD and the cases
represent minimal workload with 160 students taking exams simultaneously, nominal with 320 students and maximal with 480 students.
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Figure 9. 3-year costs for on-premise and cloud eAssessment solutions

This figure also confirms the advantages of cloud solution over the on-premise. Interestingly, for greater values
of utilization of on-premise server we can expect lower
costs in the beginning, but higher for increased processing
demand. The average value of cost ratio for the given minimal workload is 0.23 if cloud is compared to the onpremise server.
VII. DISCUSSION
This section discusses all benefits that our new eAssessment solution provides to the Universities. Our
solution is scalable and elastic and can be hosted on all
three cloud service layers, i.e. IaaS, PaaS and SaaS.
Communication with cloud controller is explained in corresponding sequence diagram by the Infrastructure Agent.
The solution is capable to instantiate as many VM instances as enabled by hardware resources in the computer
center. It is platform independent and therefore PaaS can
be used to implement this solution.
On the other side, this solution can be offered as SaaS
services, so the cloud provider will take care about the
infrastructure agent and provide relevant number of resources. The e-Assessment solution can be hosted on appropriate IaaS or PaaS cloud service layers. The communication with cloud controllers is scalable and elastic. It
instantiates and shuts down VM instances for each eAssessment with particular resources that can provide
minimum system performance depending on the number
of concurrent students enrolled within the assessment. On
the other side, the traditional third generation SOA eAssessment system will be either underutilized or over
utilized during the assessment and it is more important
that it will be always underutilized when there is not any
active assessment which is most of the time during the
semester.
We use the fact that particular student will be enrolled
in maximum one assessment at a given time and therefore
our system will utilize only minimum resources required
to provide minimum performance. The traditional ”tight”
third generation e-Assessment system utilizes constant
resources during the assessments, but also before and after
them.
Even more, apart from its scalability and elasticity, our
solution has another organizational advantage compared
to third generation e-Assessment systems providing better
performance with the same hardware resources. That is,
each Student Agent works with its own database containing only the necessary data for particular e-Assessment. It
is much smaller than the third generation e-Assessment
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main database which contains data for all expired assessments in the past.
Our solution is cost effective, i.e. the universities reduce
their costs for buying the expensive hardware equipment
in advance. Even more, not only that the equipment will
be underutilized most of the time, but it will spend a lot of
electricity power unnecessary.
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